A Complimentary Golf Gift
From Your Company or Organization
As a golf enthusiast, you know that the game can be played and enjoyed with family,
friends and for business purposes for a lifetime. Because golf is a game, it’s meant to
be fun. To help you have more fun and enjoyment from your game, I’ve included an
Ebook gift called Golf Instruction Made Simple www.golfinstructionmadesimple.com.
The author, Alan Martin created it in a unique how-to format that’s written for both
serious and casual golfers in a simple language, with many illustrations that make it
easy to understand and learn from. The Ebook introduces Thumbs Down, The
POWER MOVE of Golf that cured Alan’s slice and significantly improved his ball
striking and overall game. Currently Alan teaches the fundamentals of golf at Princeton
University. This link is a short audio preview of the book. This link is an Ebook preview,
with an example of additional personalized / sponsorship pages.
The Ebook is part of Turn Golf Into Business “TGIB”, a platform for companies to
maximize their business success and gain competitive advantages, by capitalizing on
the POWER and POPULARITY of golf. As you’ll see, the Ebook can also include
personalized content like company information, promotional / brand messages, logos, or
anything you want to give to customers, prospects, workmates, business colleagues,
etc. It’s a natural as a holiday, birthday or special occasion gift, with or without an
instructional session with Alan.
In addition to a great golf gift, the Ebook makes a unique fundraising vehicle, targeted to
benefit sponsors at golf outings. Alan can also be booked to help you raise additional
funds and enjoyabilty for all event attendees, with short game improvement sessions
and his on-course “beat my shot contest”. This link is a sample announcement, to help
promote your event. This link gives you a preview of the Golf Fundraising opportunity.
Feel free to forward this to anyone else you think would benefit from its instructional
content, to use as a promotional product for business, and / or at golf outings as
described above. If you want to buy the Pro Edition Ebook which includes drills to
practice, Do’s and Don’ts, plus 5 of the most important fundamentals that golfers of all
skill levels need to apply for better and more enjoyable golf plus a video, receive more
information, or help improving your golf game, email Alan directly
at thumbsdowngolf@gmail.com.
Thank you again for your business and enjoy!
From,
YOU

